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RELEASE OVERVIEW
The following features are planned for the Web of Science on June 3, 2018. This document provides information
about each of the features included in this release. If you have any questions, please contact:
Nina Chang, Product Manager, Web of Science, at nina.chang@clarivate.com.

FEATURES
Open Access
•

New Bronze open access labelling provides more clarity for copyright and reuse requests

Find Research Data
•

New filter across Web of Science platform makes it easier to find articles that mention research
data

Improved usability
•

Updates to header and footer interface to improve navigability including easier access to “Searches and
alerts” to manage notification for when new content is added that matches your research interests

•

Sort multiple languages in Cited Reference Search to find all cited references more easily

Browser support
Operating Systems:
•

WIN 7 – Recommended

•

Mac 10.9 – Recommended

•

Firefox 54 – Fully Supported

•

Firefox 54 – Fully Supported

Browsers for WIN:
•

Google Chrome 59 – Fully Supported

•

IE 11 – Fully Supported

Browsers for Mac:
•

Safari 10.X - Recommended

Note: WIN 7 is the only supported operating system compatible with IE 11.

New Bronze Open Access identification of public access/”free-to-read” articles
In December 2017, Web of Science introduced article-level open access support to make it easier for researchers
to find access to freely available full length articles by partnering with Impactstory, a non-profit organization devoted
to making science more open and reusable. At the time, gold articles were defined “as fully published articles
available from the publisher without charge" and users were directed in the help file to contact the copyright owner
for any licensing or re-use requests.
Web of Science recognizes that the initial gold definition could be misinterpreted because Gold is commonly used
to specify a Creative Commons license and our inclusion of Public Access and Bronze Open Access articles
differed from that common definition.
To provide more clarity and transparency in definitions while still balancing the need to maintain optimal ease-ofuse for researchers, Web of Science is adopting the term Bronze Open Access. Identifying 'public access'/'free to
read' content as Bronze OA has gained some acceptance within the open access community. Bronze Open
Access communicates a broad definition that more accurately represents some of the ambiguity associated with
identifying license information for all content freely available from a publisher's website. Please be aware that
Bronze Open Access does not represent newly identified open access content in Web of Science. It is a
clarification of the open access content identified by Impactstory that might have been otherwise been labelled as
"Gold" only. Bronze open access is included (along with gold, green accepted, and green published) whenever
search results are filtered to identify freely accessible peer reviewed full-text versions of an article.

Figure 1: Open Access filter now returns bronze open access along with gold, green accepted, and green published. A richer explanation of
open access reminds users to consult the copyright owner for reuse or licensing requests. (For illustration purposes only)

Simplified open access icons
To minimize confusion regarding the different types of open access, Web of Science has simplified its presentation
of the different types of open access. The open access “open padlock” icon has been updated to use a consistent
neutral dark blue rather than color-coding to match the type of open access. This simplified open access icon
replaces the previous color-coded icons across the entire platform (on search results, full records, and full-text
links).

Figure 2: A simplified dark blue open access icon replaces the color-coded icons used previously to indicate gold, green accepted, and green
published articles. (For illustration purposes only)

Precise open access status in data output for analytics
The following open access status will be identified when outputting an article from Web of Science:
•

Gold - Items from DOAJ journals that are fully Gold

•

gold_or_bronze - Items that may be Gold from a 'hybrid' journal, or items that may be free to read/'public
access' and hosted on a publisher site

•

green_published - Published version of OA items hosted in a repository

•

green_accepted - Accepted version of OA items host in a repository.

Figure 3: The output of an individual record will display gold or gold_or_bronze depending on whether the journal is included in the Directory of
Open Access Journals (DOAJ). (For illustration purposes only)

Expanded access to research data across the Web of Science platform
Web of Science remains dedicated to providing easy access to research data for the research community. In April
2018, Web of Science expanded the links to the data repositories from just the Web of Science Core Collection
(introduced in December 2017) to any record across the platform which is also indexed in the Web of Science Core
Collection and mentions research data from Data Citation Index.

In this June 3 release, Web of Science makes the Filter by Associated Data accessible from all collections on the
platform that contain mentions of datasets from Data Citation Index in the literature (ie, all collections except
Derwent Innovation Index and Data Citation Index). The expanded availability of this filter makes it easier to
identify articles that mention research data that can be accessed to combat scientific fraud and enable re-use of the
data.

Figure 4: Associated data may now be surfaced easily in articles across the Web of Science platform that mention data sets or studies from
Data Citation Index now link to the repository. (For illustration purposes only)

Please note that a subscription to Data Citation Index is required to view these Associated Data links across the
Web of Science platform.

Improved usability: More prominent “Searches and alerts”
Web of Science allows users who have created a personalized account to save searches to be re-run on return
visits or to send an email alert when new content that matches their research interests is published. To make it
easier for users to access these “Searches or alerts”, access to this functionality has been moved from the My
Tools section of the header to a more prominent location on the top navigation header.
As part of this project design of the header and footer have also been updated to improve general navigation.

Figure 5: Easy access to “Searches and alerts” from the top header throughout the platform. Users who have signed into their personalized
account will see the alerts they have already requested. (For illustration purposes only)

Users who have personalized will see a list of their “Searches and alerts.” If the user has requested an alert when
new content is added, the user will see a bell icon next to the alert. A blue bell icon indicates that the alert is active
and a grey bell icon indicates that the alert has expired. To change any of the alert settings, simply click the alert in
the “Searches and alerts” dropdown to manage them from the Saved Searches and Alerts page.

Improved usability: Sorting Cited Reference Searches in multiple languages
As a true citation index, Web of Science allows users to find relevant scholarly literature in (1) the carefully curated
source material that meets the selection criteria via Basic Search and (2) the articles cited by those sources in their
reference section or bibliography via Cited Reference Search. Cited References are the foundation of the Web of
Science’s Times Cited count, which has become the standard measure of an article’s impact for grant and tenure
applications. Due to the importance of the Times Cited count, it is critical that no citations are overlooked due to
variations in how the article was cited.
To get the most complete and accurate picture of a publication’s impact, users must collect all variations of how the
article may have been cited. Authors do not always provide complete and accurate citations to an article. An
omission of a volume or page number or incorrect abbreviation of a journal title may mean that a citation may be
overlooked if it cannot be associated with the correctly supplied Cited References.
In the March 2018, Web of Science introduced new sorting capabilities that assisted users to find all citations to a
publication, including citation variations, by grouping similar cited references together.
In this June 3 release, Web of Science enriches the sorting capability within Cited Reference Searches to support
content that is published in multiple character sets. Specifically, users are now able to sort Chinese Science
Citation Database in Simplified Chinese and Russian Science Citation Index in Russian in addition to English.

Users who wish to change the language which is used to determine the sort can simply click on the language
toggle located at the top of the Cited Reference results table. The selected language will be highlighted in blue.

Figure 6: Select the desired language for sorting in Chinese Science Citation Database and Russian Science Citation Index. (For illustration
purposes only)

